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Abstract

Water production tends to kill gas wells and leaves significant amount of gas in the reservoir. This study addresses water drive mechanisms and its effects on production performance of gas reservoirs. The approach focuses on the use of an analysis and a construction of radial numerical models to physically describe the water coning and breakthrough phenomenon and to better understand the impact of an aquifer on deliverability and ultimate recovery of a gas reservoir. Analytical solution obtained from steady state equation shows that water-gas ratio does not increase rapidly until 90% of perforation interval flooded with water. The results show that for a better reservoir quality (permeability >100 mD), withdrawal rates do not have significant impact on reservoir gas ultimate recoveries. High gas production rate helps reduce total water production (water treatment cost savings). Aquifer size has no impact on water breakthrough time but has an impact on recovery factor and total water production. This study also suggests perforating an interval sufficiently long to maximize production.
Water production tends to kill gas wells and leaves significant amount of gas in the reservoir. This study addresses water drive mechanisms and its effects on production performance of gas reservoirs. The approach focuses on the use of an analytical analysis and a construction of radial numerical models to physically describe the water coning and breakthrough phenomenon and to better understand the impact of aquifer on deliverability and ultimate recovery of a gas reservoir.

The full field model is also built and benchmarks with the radial model to optimize the production scheme for the field development.

METHODOLOGY

The analytical analysis of bottom water-drive gas reservoir are performed to evaluate the impact of water break-through on ultimate hydrocarbon recovery.

Analytical solution obtained from steady-state equation shows that water-gas ratio doesn’t increase rapidly until 90% of perforation interval flooded with water.

Full-field Numerical model:
• The full field dynamic model are benchmarked with the radial model
• Factors that have impacts on gas ultimate recovery such as withdrawal rate, aquifer size, formation permeability, vertical-to-horizontal permeability are investigated.
• Sensitivity analysis of water-breakthrough and total produced water volume are also studied under various aquifer size and formation reservoir properties.

RESULTS

• Recovery factor is not influenced by withdrawal rates
• Increase of production rate results in decrease of total cumulative water production

• Weak aquifer support results in higher recovery
• High total water production observed in aquifer size M = 20-50
• kv/kh doesn’t have significant impact on gas ultimate recovery
• Higher kv/kh results in higher total cumulative water production

• Ultimate gas recovery is not significant impacted with increased perforated interval
• Perforations closer to GWC can results in the higher total water production

CONCLUSIONS

The results show that for a better reservoir quality (permeability >100 mD), withdrawal rates do not have significant impact on reservoir gas ultimate recoveries. However, high gas production rates helps reduce total water production thus reduce water treatment costs. The aquifer size does not have significant impact on water breakthrough time, but it shows impact on ultimate gas recovery factor and the total water production. It is also concludes that vertical-to-horizontal permeability has no impact on ultimate gas recovery factor but it has impact on total water production.